THE LENNY ZAKIM FUND
LIST OF DONORS - FY21
(1/1/21 – 12/31/21)

LEONARD P. ZAKIM BUNKER HILL BRIDGE
$50,000 & OVER
Anonymous
Barr Foundation
The Hyams Foundation
The James Fox Charitable Fund
Caren Keller & David Boonshoft
The Klarman Family Foundation
Krupp Family Foundation
Temple B’Nai Israel

CANTILEVER BRIDGE
$49,999 - $25,000
American Tower Corporation
Cornerstone Charitable Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Trustee
Cummings Foundation, Inc.
The Fish Family Foundation
Josephine and Louise Crane Foundation
Suzan Kaitz & Jonathan Katz
Glenn and Susan Rothman

BOWSTRING BRIDGE
$24,999 - $10,000
The Arbella Insurance Foundation
Frieze Family Foundation
Jamie Golden
Timothy Harder
Income Research + Management
Mark and Susan Irvings
John and Sonia Lingos Family Foundation
The Estate of Charlotte Kaitz
The Krupp Foundation & Douglas and Judith Krupp
Mr. Owl Foundation
The Prospect Fund
Bobby and Elaine Sager
Santander Bank N.A.
Amy and Robert Weinberg

CABLE BRIDGE
$9,999 - $5,000
Jennifer and Eric Aronson
Beth Dill & Eric Enge
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
Michael and Manisha Eckton
Lisa Gordon & John Treadway
Ellen and Kalman Heller
The Kaitz Family of National Lumber
Joseph Savage
Rob Sherman & Joan Lenington
Ellie Starr
Tao Jones Charitable Foundation, Joseph Deitch
Winthrop Wealth Management
Joyce Zakim & Peter Greenspan

ARCH BRIDGE
$4,999 - $2,500
Miki Akimoto
Brian and Mary Carty
Elizabeth De Lima & Bobby Alter
Empire Loan Charitable Foundation
Bob and Esta Epstein and Abbey Associates
Facebook Payments Inc.
Goldberg Family Multigenerational
Suzanne Tye Goldberg and the Dorothy and Mauray J. Tye Family Foundation
Tim and Barbara James
Kenia Pineda
Mark and Ellie Winthrop

DOUBLE DECKER BRIDGE
$2,499 - $1,000
Anonymous
Bob and Helen Alkon
Carol Axelrod
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Joan and Steve Belkin
Judy and Glenn Bell
Ed Belove & Laura Roberts
Susan and Edward Benford
Bernie Robbins Jewelers, Inc., Maddy and Harvey Rovinsky
Sandra Bromfield
Terri and Alan Chebot
George Cohen & Yolanda Davila Cohen
Belden and Pamela Daniels
Janice Ditchek & Glenn Rosenbloom
Jim Dittmar & Deborah Kay
Asmaa Donahue & Mahesh Aditya
The Edgerley Family Foundation
Steve and Lisa Frechette
Deborah Frieze
Sharon Halpern
Lionel Harris
The Harvard Lodge A.F. & A.M. Charity Fund

Christian Hassold & Sandra Jordan
Henry and Marilyn Taub Foundation, Mailyn Taub
Sandy and Roz Hollander
Richard Kaitz
Sharon Kaitz & Jonathan Wilson
Carol Knox & Phillipe Paul
Judith and Douglas Krupp
Celeste and David Lee
Dan Matthews & Genevieve Hammond
Colleen McKiernan
William McPherson
Scot Miller
Novack Family Foundation, Ken and Marianne Novack
Joseph and Ciara Rodio
Bob and Gabriela Romanow
Linda Schwabe
James and Pamela Schwartz
Steven Shulman & Debra S. Yanofsky
Mark and Marjie Sokoll
State Street Foundation, Inc.
David Stein & Elizabeth March
Larry Stifler & Mary McFadden
Edwin Urena
Michael Whouley & Sally Kerans
Betsy Woolf & Clifford Wolf
Josh and Grace Zakim
Edward and Judi Zuker

COVERED BRIDGE
$999 - $500
Jacques Abatto & David Goldman
Philip and Cathy Angellis
Mark and Margaret Batten
Josh Biren
Daniel Caine & Claire Socolovsky Caine
Henry and Mary Chidgey
Dayl Cohen
Bruce and Mady Donoff
Matt Epstein & Deborah Hiatt
Betsy Feldman
Bruce and Kathie Fieldman
Frank Friedman & Sarah Kianovsky
Iris Goldman
Jude Goldman & Ed Braverman
Robert Gonzalez
Greenberg Foundation of Sioux City, Amy and Scott Sachnoff, Elise and Howard Kreisberg
Steve and Barbara Grossman
Patrick Hogan & Tess Sager Hogan
Dennis and Carol Kanin
Lisa Kessler
Lori and Eric Lander
Richard Lapchick & Ann Pasnak
Ira Lefkowitz
Geoffrey Lewis & Amy Caplan
Josh and Jessica Lutzker
Maria Mulkeen
Charlayne Murrell-Smith & Kenneth Smith
Robert and Leslie Ogan
Joshua Pinnolis
Maureen and John Pistorio
Dian Quinn
James Rapoport & Susan Carty Rapoport
Alison Roche
Robert and Iris Fanger Family Foundation, Bob and Iris Fanger
Sandra and Allan Ropper
Glenn Rothfeld & Margaret Ann McKinnies
Jon and Margaret Saphier
Steven Schlang & Laurie Mass
Beth Segers
William and Ruth Shelley
Eric Sneider
The Grand Lodge of Masons in Massachusetts
Michael Thornton
Loren Van Allen
Joel and Felicia Vargas
Herbert and Andrea Wheeler
Shari Zakim-Yacouby & Phil Yacouby

STONE BRIDGE
$499 - $250
Anonymous (2)
Jane D. Adolph
Farzam Afshar
AmazonSmile
Lorrie Anderson
Benjamin B. and Natalie O. Levin Foundation, Jerry Levin
Diane and Fred Berk
Jerry and Grace Bird
Jay Blitzman & Sandra Jaffe
Gordon and Marjorie Bloom, The Marjorie W. Bloom Trust
Ruthven Bonaparte
Divya Chaturvedi
Rich and Debby Cole
Kizzmekia Corbett
Ken Cowan
Lilee Dethchan-Manibusan
Frank and Nancy Dimella
Michael and Kitty Dukakis
East Boston Savings Bank
Thompson Easterwood
Stephanie Everett
Marla Felcher & Max Bazerman
Steven and Linda Gelda
Mitchell A. and Barbara S. Glazier
Rich and Lori Goldman
Carol Goss
Les Greenberg
Susan Grieco & Chris Karrenberg
Sue Heilman
Lumas Helaire
Felicia Heywood
Sol and Jackie Israel
Peter and Maddy Jacobson
Michael Jones
Trudy and Barry Karger
Florence Koplow
Harris and Paul Krupp
Juana Lemus
Arlene and Richard Levin
John and Kristin Macomber
Joe and Kellie Martin
Riane McCarthy
Susan McCoy
Valerie Morano
Jennifer Musso Kelly and Matthew Kelly
Rory Neuner
Ayo Oshinaike
Yvette Philip
Allison Picott & Michael Goldstein
Fatima Pineda
Kurt and Arlene Pressman
Kenneth Preuss
Robin and Bob Rabinowitz
Peter Roblin
Andrea Roman & Thomas Gloria
Theresa Roy
Jeffrey and Cheryl Sacks
Ronald and Mardena Shader
Risa Shames & Neil Silverston
Joel and Bonnie Shelkrot
Laura Sherman
Fredi and Jack Shonkoff
Jordan Smith
Robert and Elizabeth Smith
James and Susan Snider
Tom and Anne Snyder
Alan and Laurie Starr
Emy Takinami
Todd and Jill Tsakiris
Moshe and Anne Waldoks
Bill and Jean Whitney
James and Margery Wieder
Kyle Williams
Deena Zakim & Jesse Chebot

FOOT BRIDGE
$249 - $100
Paul and Mary Adler
Diane Aifer
Arthur Almeda
Jeff Aron
Carl and Andrea Axelrod
Rosemary Aylward
Alice and Michael Baker
Leon Baldwin
Rachel Berger
Leonard Bernstein
Lynnette Best
Anthony Billups
The Bird Family
Derek Bird
Blackbaud Giving Fund
Bright Funds Foundation
Franca Brilliant
Mark and Andrea Brodin
Janet Buhlmann
Catherine Burkey
Michael and Marie Byrne
Nuria Campos
Jill Carrier
Roger Cassin
Martin and Judy Charns
Gaetano and Deborah Cipriano
Allan and Kathleen Cohen
Sheena Collier
Kaleigh Conway
Paul Cooperstein
Jeanne Cutrona
Allen and Carole Davis
Diego Depetris
Alan Dershowitz & Carolyn Cohen
Charan Devereaux
Alice-Marie Dill
Ed and Sheila Doctoroff
Marvin and Marilyn Eichner
Mitchell and Deborah Eininger
Peter and Maria Eliopoulos
Eric Esteves
Jason Esteves
Nancy Falchuk
Kelly Fantegrossi
Jamie Farrell & Alex Gerasev
Caitlin Fitzgerald
Marshall Forstein
Colleen Galle
Arnold and Susan Garelick
Howard and Joan Gelpey
Jeffrey Gelpey
Julia Gittleman & Tom Mendelsohn
Amy and James Golov
Clark Goodwin
Mark and Janet Gottesman
James Gubitosi
Lariza Guererro
Leigh Handschuh
Angel Harris
Helena Hartnett
Laura Henry
Maritza Hernandez
Mark Higgins & Sarah Stroupe
Neil Hodes & Beth Neiman
Joseph and Barbara Hollander
James Humphrey
Jeff Hunt
Joan Hutchinson
Drew Hyman
Edmund Ingalls
Carla and Barry Jentz
Donna and Marty Kalikow
Evan Karzheisky
William Kasel
Sherry Katz & Mark Farber
Elisabeth Keller
Robert and Barbara Keller
Mark Kiefer
Phyllis and Marc Kirschner
Julianna Kremer
David Krieger & Susan Musinsky
Peter Kutchukian
Martin and Janice Labell
Jesse Leavitt
Gene and Katherine Lee
Katherine Lehner
Thomas Levenson
Roberta and Alan Leviton
Gregory Loan
Carl and Naomi Lopkin
Michel Maalouly
Frederika Macmillan
William and Janette Mandell
Lilly Marcelin
Marie Maurice
Rebecca McCullough
Curt McDowell
Trisha McGady
Ana Mejia
Bruce Miller
Julie Montgomery
Gabriella Mora
Judith Moran
Edmund Mroz & Celia Shapiro
Neighborhood of Affordable Housing, Phil Giffie
Ross Neisuler
Susan O'Connor
Allen Palmer & Nancy Feingold-Palmer
Pampered Chef
Elkin Pereanez
Pat Perry
Joel Piton
Eileen and Howard Putter
Marchelle and James Raynor
Janice Reagan & Wally Taylor
Ingrid Rivas
Jeffrey Rogers
Paul Salemi
Elizabeth Saltonstall
Pamela Sargent
Jonathan Sarna & Ruth Langer
David and Suzanne Schuller
Amy Seeherman & Leslie Brody
Deborah Seidel
Lori and Larry Seller
Josh Silverman
Samuel Silverman
Susan and Steve Silverstein
Dawneca Simpson
Gary and Lynne Smith
Tracy Smith
Jack Sommers
Matthew and Dana Starr
Paul Summergrad & Randy Glassman
Brenda Suppa
Neil and Denise Swidey
Donna Tehel
TIAA
Gerald and Elizabeth Tishler
Susan Tofias
Keith and Susan Tornheim
Shane Tutwiler
Mileidy Umana
Phyllis Vernick
Christopher Viklund
Jennifer and Alex Wade
Mark Walsh
Bill Watson
Donald Watson
Lesley Weiss
Donald Wertlieb & Lorre Beth Polinger
Patrick Wetherille
Keith and Elizabeth Wexelblatt
Mariama White-Hammond
Jan Whitted
Jeffrey and Robyn Winik
Jerry Wishnow & Pei Pei Wu
Anki Wolf
Barbara Wolf
Jeff Wulfson & Melissa Langa
Jill York
Howard Zaharoff & Deborah Whitehill
Jack and Lydia Zakim
Anne Zbar
Margo and Mark Zelermyer